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Pixel Art Live Factory attraction is an 
absolute must-see for all your guests, for 
they get to see how QUERCETTI PEGS® 
are produced in real life, learning about 
every detail of the manufacturing process 
at the same time.

At the end of their visit, guests will each 
receive a still-warm QUERCETTI PEGS 
BALL fresh from the casting line as a 
souvenir of their visit to our attraction 
Pixel Art Live Factory .

Pixel Art Live Factory
PEGS BECOME ART



Manufacturing by:
IMPRONTA DESIGNERS s.r.l.  Via Santi Grisante e Daria 80/A  42124 Reggio Emilia - Italy  
Tel. +39 0522 757621  Fax +39 0522 757395  www.improntadesigners.it  info@improntadesigners.it
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The wonderful world of Quercetti Pegs is now available to looking for a 
rewarding artistic activity. Colouring with Pixel Photo and Pixel Art pegs is 
an innovative artistic experience which is completely manual and “analogical”.

Photo Pixel lets you choose a photo that you like and recreate it using pegs, 
by going online and printing the pattern cards. Pixel Art even has hundreds 
of images online. Choose one you like and download the pattern card. The 
pegs come in just  6 different colours, but when observed from a certain di-
stance, the images look just like photographs. The colours mix, as if by magic, 
to make up thousands of new colours.

Here you find DOWNLOAD page with up then hundreds samples to create pictu-
res using pegs from the Quercetti Pixel Art series: www.quercettistore.com

PEGS BECOME ART
with Pixel Art Live Factory

88130 cm

88100 cm
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TECHNICAL INFORMATIONS

Weight   150 Kg
Power     220 V 50/60 Hz
Consumption   500 Watt 

Internal Pegs Distributors
12 Distributors by 250 balls anyone 

Internal Boards Distributors
4 Distributors by 30 boards anyone

A practical LCD display, shows
in a simple way the steps to upload your 
images on the site and get the template 
where you perform you opera.




